This investigation of the codon context of enterobacteria, plasmid, and phage protein genes was based on a search for correlations between the presence of one base type at codon position III and the presence of another base type at some other position in adjacent codons. Enterobacterial genes were compared with eukaryotic sequences for codon context effects. In enterobacterial genes, base usage at codon position III is correlated with the third position of the upstream adjacent codon and with all three positions of the downstream codon. Plasmid genes are free of context biases. Phage genes are heterogeneous: MS2 codons have no biased context, whereas lambda genes partly follow the trends of the host bacterium, and T7 genes have biased codon contexts that differ from those of the host. It has been reported that two successive third-codon positions tend to be occupied by two purines or two pyrimidines in Escherichia coli genes of low expression level. Here, the extent to which highly expressed protein genes can modulate base usage at two successive codon positions III, given the constraints on codon usage and protein sequence that act on them, was quantified. This demonstrates that the above-mentioned favored patterns are not a characteristic of weakly expressed genes but occur in all genes in which codon context can vary appreciably. The correlation between successive third-codon positions is a distinct feature of enterobacteria and of some phages, one that may result from adaptation of gene structure to translational efficiency. Conversely, codon context in yeast and human genes is biased-but for reasons unrelated to translation.
Introduction
Statistical analysis of the primary structure of protein genes is a tool for detecting functional constraints acting on genetic sequences. Thus, recent reports have shown that the codon context of Escherichia coli genes is not random (Yarus and Folley 1985; Shpaer 1986) . By showing that suppression of nonsense or missense codons is context dependent, several experiments (Bossi and Roth 1980; Carrier and Buckingham 1984; Murgola et al. 1984; Ayer and Yarus 1986; reviewed in Shpaer 1986 ) had previously established that codon contexts have functional effects.
In this report, I present a systematic survey of codon context biases in enterobacterial and phage genes and compare them with chloroplast, mitochondria, yeast, and human genes. The statistical trends found in genetic sequences can derive from a variety of phenomena, so that their interpretation in terms of functional constraints is often difficult. The present report uses a new statistical test designed specifically for codon context analysis. The test allows one to detect and quantify context biases independently of other constraints that affect protein-gene primary structure-namely, protein sequence and codon usage. This capability greatly helps in interpreting the origin of the observed context biases.
Material and Methods

Detection of Codon Context Biases
Codon context biases are detected by measuring the deviation from expectation of occurrences in adjacent positions of various codon groups. Consider two arbitrary types of codon, A and B. For example, A may be NNR (purine-ending codons), and B may be YNN (pyrimidine-starting codons), where N is any base, R any purine, and Y any pyrimidine. Types A and B need not be mutually exclusive. One then measures, in a sequence or group of sequences, the deviation from expectation of the number of A-type codons that are followed by a B-type codon (A-B codon pairs). The expected number of such codon pairs depends on two factors: (1) the amino acid sequence encoded by the gene (dipeptide frequencies influence codon successions) and (2) the overall codon usage of the gene (frequently used codons will occur in pairs more often than rare codons), One must correct for these two factors in order to detect true context effects.
Deviations from expectation are quantified by viewing a protein gene as a particular member of a large set of theoretical sequences. This set, called the reference set, contains all sequences having the same codon usage and encoded protein as the real sequence. In other words, the reference set is made up of all permutations of the synonymous codons while the amino acid sequence is maintained. Therefore, a real sequence is biased toward increase (or avoidance) of a particular A-B codon context when it contains an exceedingly high (or low) number of A-B codon pairs relative to the sequences in the reference set. Deviation from expectation is quantified for a sequence by the standard measure, D, i.e., the number of SDS by which the observed number, 0, of A-B codon pairs differs from E, the expected number. Thus, D = (0 -E)/S, S being the SD of the A-B pair frequencies in the reference set. According to the "central limit" theorem, the distribution of 0 tends to normality as the sequence length tends to infinity. By simulating codon permutations that preserve the encoded protein, it has been verified that 0 is well approximated by a normal law for sequences 347 codons in length, a typical bacterial protein size (data not shown). Thus D, the standard measure, can be compared to a Gaussian law of zero mean and unit variance for statistical test purposes (see P-values in legend to fig. 5 ). The present method for detecting codon context bias is a refinement of a previously published method in which conservation of the encoded protein was not imposed. The Appendix describes the analytical computation of E and S for any protein gene and any codon types A and B (the computer program that does this task is available on request).
The overall codon context bias in a gene sample is quantified using the mean D per gene (Dm) i.e., the mean of D values for sequences in the sample. D, can be seen as an indicator of relative context bias strength for sample comparisons. D, is approximately normally distributed with zero mean and l/n variance, n being the number of sequences in the sample (see Appendix for details).
Another reference set is also used, comprising all permutations of the real sequence preserving overall codon usage and, in addition, preserving dinucleotide frequencies at codon boundaries. The greater complexity of constraints imposed on this reference set prevents the mean and SD of codon successions from being computed analytically.
Therefore, by means of the algorithm of Altschul and Erickson (1985) , 50 sequences pertaining to the new reference set were simulated for each studied gene. The D of the gene was then computed from the mean and SD of the simulated sequences.
Protein-Gene Samples
All protein-gene samples were extracted from GenBank release 32 (Bilofsky et al. 1986 ) by means of the ACNDC retrieval system . The enterobacterial sample contains all genes of enterobacteria either completely sequenced or > 100 codons. Unidentified reading frames are excluded. Of the 18 1 sequences thus obtained, 18 come from species other than Escherichia coli (i.e., from Shigella dysenteriae, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Salmonella typhimurium, and Serratia marcescens). Genes coding for the most abundant proteins (ribosomal and major-membrane proteins, elongation factors) have a more biased codon usage than do moderate to weakly expressed genes (Gouy and Gautier 1982; Grosjean and Fiers 1982; Ikemura 1985) . Also, when several cotranscribed cistrons have different relative expression levels in the absence of mRNA polarity, the most highly expressed cistrons tend to have codon usage similar to that of highly expressed genes (Gouy and Gautier 1982; Bystrom et al. 1983; Konigsberg and Godson 1983; McCarthy et al. 1985) . We therefore divided the enterobacterial gene sample into three parts: genes with high codon-usage bias (hereafter called "high-bias sampld'), plasmid genes, and other genes ("weak-bias sample"). Tables 1 and 2 list the high-bias and plasmid samples, respectively. The weak-bias gene set ( 130 sequences, 46,8 10 codons) is not detailed here because of space limitations. The coliphages studied here are the two largest sequenced double-stranded DNA phages T7 (28 genes, 10,654 codons) and lambda (48 genes, 11,628 codons) and the only completely sequenced RNA coliphage MS2 (3 genes, 1,07 1 codons). T7 and lambda genes with unidentified products were ignored. Tables 3 and 4 show the yeast and human gene samples, respectively. Histones H2A-1, H2A-2, H2B-1, H2B-2, H3, and H4 HSP90 Heat-shock protein Methionyl-tRNA-synthetase RASl and RAS2 Genes SUC2 Gene (invertase) CDC8 Gene (thymidylate kinase) Beta-tubulin -Carbamyl phosphate synthetase large subunit -Iso-1-cytochrome C -Iso-Zcytochrome C -GAL4 (regulator gene) -HIS4 Gene (histidine biosynthesis) -Proteins alpha-l and alpha-2 (mating type, locus HML-alpha) -Proteins alpha-l and alpha-2 (mating type, locus MAT-alpha) -RADl Gene (DNA excision repair) -TRPl , TRP2, and TRP3 Genes (tryptophan biosynthesis) -GAL 1, GAL7, and GAL10 Genes @lactose utilization)
NOTE.-+ = Highly expressed gene; and -= moderately to weakly expressed gene. Genes for which no expression data are given were classified as weakly expressed. 
Results
Codon context is analyzed by looking for correlations between the presence of one base type at codon position III and the presence of another base type at some other position in the S-and 3'-adjacent codons. Five pairs of codon positions are thus considered ( fig. 1 ). For each pair of positions, all base combinations are investigated (e.g., for the III-I position context, the occurrences of NNXI-X2NN codon pairs are tested separately for all 4-X-4 combinations of the two bases X1 and X2).
III-I Context in Enterobacterial and Phage Genes
Mean standard measures in the high-and weak-bias enterobacterial gene samples for all base combinations in the III-I context are presented in figure 2. The high-and weak-bias samples have similar III-I contexts. In both samples, NNG-CNN patterns are favored while NNC-CNN and NNG-GNN patterns are avoided, in accordance with a previous analysis (Grantham et al. 1985) . For U-starting codons, no S-neighbor base is strongly favored or avoided. A similar situation is found for the 5'-adjacent base of ANN codons, although G is favored in the high-bias set. The samples differ No general grouping of bases with similar context is possible. Neither the two purines nor the two pyrimidines have parallel behaviors in the III-I context. The GC/ AU dichotomy is not more satisfactory, because G and C have opposite tendencies on the 5' side of CNN codons. The III-I context is thus characterized by an excess of NNG-CNN pairs and a rareness of NNC-CNN and NNG-GNN pairs.
Plasmid and coliphage genes have been similarly analyzed. No statistically significant III-I context bias exists in plasmid genes; that is, individual D values for plasmid genes are not significant, nor is D, (results not shown). Phage genomes are heterogeneous for the III-I codon context ( fig. 3) . In MS2, no codon boundaries are strongly biased. In lambda genes, NNU-ANN patterns are avoided and NNU-GNN patterns are preferred. This phage shares with bacterial genes the overemployment of G-C boundaries. T7 has the most intense and distinct III-I context biases. The overall tendencies in T7 genes can be summarized using the GC/AU dichotomy: NNS-SNN and NNW-WNN boundaries are nearly always avoided, while NNS-WNN and NNW-SNN boundaries are most often overemployed (S = G or C; and W = A or U).
III-III Context in Enterobacterial and Phage Genes
Simultaneous base usage at two successive third-codon positions-i.e., III-III context-has been analyzed in highly and weakly biased enterobacterial genes ( fig. 4 ).
Weakly biased genes have more intense III-III context biases than do highly biased ones. However, both gene samples follow the same pattern: they have the same three most avoided and most favored base pairs. In several cases, the two purines or the two pyrimidines have parallel context biases. All NNY-NNR codon pairs are avoided, and NNY-NNC and NNG-NNR successions are favored. Nevertheless, when A and G are on one side, and C and U are on the other, the context is not always similar: NNG-NNC pairs are avoided, while NNA-NNC and NNG-NNU occur at the expected frequency. To summarize, the III-III context is compatible with the following simple rule: two successive codon positions III tend to be occupied by two purines or two pyrimidines. However, some codon pairs predicted to be biased according to this rule actually occur at the expected frequency. Plasmid genes, either individually or grouped, have no statistically significant III-III context biases (results not shown).
To identify more accurately how the two bacterial samples differ in the III-III context, we analyzed genes individually. Figure 5 deals with NNY-NNR codon pairs, one of the avoided codon successions in weakly biased genes. For each gene, D is plotted against S for the NNY-NNR pairs in the reference set (see Material and Methods). There is a general negative correlation between D and S in both samples. This means that genes for which S is large-i.e., for which the total number of NNY-NNR pairs can vary greatly when synonymous codons are permuted-avoid NNY-NNR successions. Genes with low S value have an NNY-NNR content close to expectation. High-and weak-bias samples differ in that highly biased genes tend to have lower S values and D scores closer to zero than do weakly biased genes. The two samples thus differ as follows: genes of either sample having large S values avoid NNY-NNR codon pairs, but a majority of highly biased genes have small S values, so they cannot avoid these codon pairs. Small S values occur for short genes with a high codon-usage bias. These two conditions are frequent in the highly biased sample with the ribosomal and outer-membrane-protein genes. The III-III context effect can be very strong. The sequence in figure 5 with the lowest D score (-7.2) is gene thrA. Its content in NNY- NNR pairs (154) is 44.3 pairs below expectation (198.3), the SD being 6.16. Such a range of variation must result from strong selection pressure, whatever the target of the selection. Two outliers circled in figure 5 (rpoB and rpoC), although having large S values, do not avoid NNY-NNR codon pairs. The other third-base successions that show statistical bias are the increase of NNY-NNC and NNG-NNR patterns. These two patterns are favored in the few highly biased genes having large S values (results not shown). The rpoB and rpoC genes are outliers for these codon pairs as well.
Analysis of the III-III context in coliphages is presented in figure 6 . In MS2, no base combination at two successive third positions is significantly avoided or favored. Lambda genes have III-III context biases parallel to that in enterobacterial genesi.e., NNY-NNY and NNR-NNR patterns are favored and NNG-NNC successions are avoided-but with a lower intensity than in host genes. These lower scores also partly result from lambda genes being shorter, on the average, than enterobacterial ones. T7 genes have strong III-III context biases that totally differ from that of enterobacterial sequences. Figure 7 repeats, with phage genes, the analysis shown in figure 5 . Lambda genes differ from those of T7 and MS2. The per-genome analysis ( fig. 6 ) did not detect NNY-NNR avoidance in T7 and MS2. Figure 7 shows that such a lack of overall bias does not result from sample heterogeneity: no T7 or MS2 gene has a statistically significant NNY-NNR frequency. Moreover, there is no correlation between D and S for these phages. Lambda genes were shown to avoid the NNY-NNR context, although less strongly than in enterobacterial genes. This is confirmed by the individual D scores. The D/S correlation is present with lambda genes for the same reason that it is present with enterobacterial genes. Therefore, this correlation is not an intrinsic relationship between D and S; rather, it occurs only for those samples in which the codon context under study is actually biased.
The III-III Context Effect Is a Distinct Feature of Enterobacterial and Phage Genomes
Other samples of protein genes have been screened for III-III context biases. I tested yeast, distinguishing highly expressed genes ( 10 sequences) from weakly expressed ones (29 sequences), chloroplasts (30 sequences), complete human and Xenopus Zaevis mitochondria, yeast mitochondrion (7 genes), and human genes (32 sequences). In none of these samples is any base combination at two successive third-codon positions avoided or favored to a statistically significant extent (results not shown).
Eukaryotic genomes are not, however, free of context biases, as shown by analysis of their III-I dinucleotides. Figure 8 gives the results of the III-I context analysis for highly and weakly expressed yeast genes and for human sequences. Four salient biases occur with variable strengths in all three samples: C-G and U-A codon boundaries are highly avoided, and C-A and U-G codon boundaries are highly favored. The positive C-U bias of human sequences, absent from the other two samples, could be a consequence of the extremely high C-G avoidance.
Other Context Biases
The I-III and II-III contexts ( fig. 1 ) have been similarly analyzed in enterobacterial genes. In all cases, D's were not statistically significant (data not shown). Thus, degenerate base usage is correlated with one position only of the upstream adjacent codon, position III.
The III-II context analysis is summarized in figure 9 . The two extreme tendencies in weakly biased genes are the excesses of ( 1) NNG-NUN patterns and (2) NNC-NGN patterns. No interpretation was found for this phenomenon.
Independence of the III-I, III-II, and III-III Context Biases
The above results show that the third-codon position is correlated with all three positions of the 3'-adjacent codon in enterobacteria. These three context biases are not necessarily independent of each other. For instance, the III-I and III-II biases could be two appearances of a single context effect. To clarify the degree of independence of these three correlations, a further analysis was carried out. Each sequence was compared to a new reference set comprising all sequences having both the same codon usage and III-I dinucleotide frequencies as the real sequence. In other words, sequences of the reference set are permutations of the real sequence that preserve codon usage and frequencies of codon boundaries. These sequences thus differ from each other by their III-II and III-III contexts only. Any trend in codon context of the real sequence relative to the new reference set is therefore independent of the III-I context effect. In table 5 the most biased codon pairs for the III-III and III-II pairs of positions taken from figures 4 and 9 are studied. For each pair, the D, is computed relative to the two kinds of reference sets, i.e., with and without preservation of codon boundaries. It appears that when the III-I context bias is taken into account, the III-II and III-III base-usage patterns remain far from expectation. Thus, the III-II and III-III context effects are not solely consequences of the III-I context biases.
Discussion
Base usage at codon position III was systematically correlated with each position of S-and 3'-adjacent codons. In enterobacterial genes, several codon contexts are biased to a statistically significant extent. Codon position III is correlated with all three positions of the 3'-adjacent codon but not with the first two positions of the S-adjacent codon. The III-I and III-II position contexts are characterized by specific base patterns, either avoided or preferred (figs. 2, 9). Bases of similar type-i.e., two purines or two pyrimidines -are preferred in the third positions of two successive codons, and NNY-NNR codon pairs are strongly avoided. There is, however, no III-III bias either on the 5' side of NNU codons or on the 3' side of NNA codons. Thus, the two purines are not totally equivalent; nor are the pyrimidines.
Plasmids and coliphages use the Escherichia coli protein-synthesis apparatus. Most of them, however, do not follow the codon context trends found in enterobacteria. Plasmid genes, which do not have any biased codon context, are already known not to have a codon usage similar to that of chromosomal E. coli genes (Gouy and Gautier 1982) . This may be because plasmids have various species as natural hosts. The codon context of coliphages is heterogeneous. The small RNA coliphage MS2 has no biased codon context. Lambda genes resemble host genes in III-III context but with a lower intensity. T7 genes have highly biased III-I and III-III contexts that totally differ from their host counterparts. Such a heterogeneity is also apparent at the level of codon usage: coliphage genes are adapted to a limited extent to tRNA relative cellular abun- ' D,'s of the enterobacterial weakly biased sample relative to two reference sets: codon permutations preserving the encoded protein but not codon boundaries (Without) and codon permutations preserving codon boundaries and frequencies but not the protein (With).
dancies-but greatly differ in usage of pyrimidines in codon position III (Grantham et al. 1985; Sharp et al. 1985) . Lipman and Wilbur (1983) reported an analysis of contextual constraints on codon choice in which the whole dinucleotide distribution was characterized by a single index. Their conclusion that eukaryotic context biases are more intense than bacterial ones is confirmed here-but in greater detail (compare the scores in figs. 2, 8) .
Several results obtained in this analysis for enterobacterial protein genes have been reported previously (Yarus and Folley 1985) . The present results are generally quite compatible with Yarus and Folley's report but modify two of their conclusions. In the present study, the III-I context was investigated by taking bases individually rather than by using a priori the purine/pyrimidine dichotomy. This approach does not support Yarus and Folley's summary of the III-I context: Y-R and R-Y accumulation, Y-Y and R-R avoidance. Rather, bases C and G only seem to be targets for context biases, G-C codon boundaries being favored and C-C and G-G codon boundaries being avoided.
Furthermore, Yarus and Folley, finding that the III-III context effect was less intense in highly than in weakly expressed genes, concluded that the III-III bias results from selection to decrease expression of weak genes. From an evolutionary viewpoint, this is a puzzling conclusion. Codon usage of weakly expressed E. coli genes is indeed adapted to cellular tRNA content-but to a smaller extent than it is for highly expressed genes (Gouy and Gautier 1982; Ikemura 1985; Sharp and Li 1986) . It would thus follow that, with weakly expressed genes, natural selection would tend to simultaneously maintain ( 1) a codon choice adapted to the tRNA pool and (2) codon contexts resulting in decreased expression. In the present report, the extent to which codon contexts can vary has been quantified. This shows that genes having the potential to avoid NNY-NNR codon pairs or to favor NNY-NNC and NNG-NNR pairs do so, whatever their expression level. Most highly expressed genes, though, have such a biased codon usage that their number of NNY-NNR, NNY-NNC, and NNG-NNR successions can vary only by a few units, so that III-III context functional effects cannot easily be screened by natural selection. I would suggest that natural selection acts at three levels on enterobacterial protein genes. The first two targets are overall codon usage and III-I codon context, because they have the most intense functional effects. Next, protein genes can be further optimized by modulating their III-III context. This modulation is much more difficult when codon usage is extremely biased-and hence will appear more often with weakly expressed genes.
In a recent paper, Shpaer studied the codon context of E. coli genes in a different way (Shpaer 1986 ). For each codon, the preferred bases immediately 5' and 3' to the codon were determined. This approach reveals the heterogeneity of the context of individual codons. Such a heterogeneity is ignored in the present analysis, since codons are grouped a priori in families having a fixed base at a fixed position. Nevertheless, most of the preferred contexts for individual codons that Shpaer detected are compatible with the III-I and III-III base-usage patterns of figures 2 and 4. Shpaer's finding that context biases are weaker in weakly expressed genes than in highly expressed ones probably is due partly to the fact that four of the 10 weakly expressed genes that he used are plasmid encoded (A and B subunits of heat-labile enterotoxin, EcoRI endonuclease, and methylase, which together account for one-third of the total number of codons).
The III-III context bias is an unusual feature of enterobacteria and phages relative to other species: in all other genomes tested (yeast, human, chloroplasts, and mito-chondria), I failed to detect a III-III context bias. On the other hand, the III-I context is biased in eukaryotic genomes. Yeast and human protein genes have a very similar III-I context dominated by the avoidance of CG and UA and the accumulation of UG and CA dinucleotides. This well-known phenomenon occurs also in internal codon positions (I.11 and 11.111) and in untranscribed regions of eukaryotic genomes (Smith et al. 1983; Grantham et al. 1986) . While the origin of TA avoidance is unclear, CG rareness is thought to be related to C deamination after methylation-and thus to be connected with TG and CA over-frequencies. Whatever may be the mechanisms involved, these dinucleotide biases are not linked with translation (Nussinov 1984; Grantham et al. 1986 ). Thus, eukaryotic protein genes do not have III-III context effects but do have a III-I context biased for reasons independent of the triplet structure of the sequence.
Two main mechanisms have been considered as the physical basis of the context effect (reviewed in Yarus and Folley 1985; Shpaer 1986 ). First, the peptidyl and aminoacyl tRNAs interact on the P and A sites of the ribosome, thus influencing translation efficiency. Second, the ribosome-mediated codon-anticodon recognition is sensitive to the 5' or 3' nucleotide adjacent to the codon. The observed correlation between successive third-codon positions favors the first hypothesis and agrees with both Yarus and Folley's report and recent experiments of nonsense-codon suppression (Ayer and Yarus 1986 ).
But it is also plausible to suggest that, just as with the eukaryotic III-I bias, the III-III context bias of enterobacteria is not related to translation. Two facts support this possibility. Yeast genes, although being strongly adapted to translation (Ikemura 1985; , are free of III-III context bias. The MS2 coliphage has no context bias, a situation that may be related to the chemical nature (RNA) of its genome. This hypothesis has not been considered by the other authors who described the III-III bias, because codon context is known to modify the efficiency of suppressor tRNAs (a translational effect) and because a correlation at the distance of three bases suggests a relationship with the triplet structure. The present descriptive report cannot demonstrate unambiguously the exact origin of codon context biases. A similar analysis, applied to untranslated sequence fragments and to phages with other genome structures (ssDNA and dsRNA), could greatly help in clarifying this point.
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This appendix computes the expectation E( 0) and variance V( 0) from n, ,,, nb,x, n&,x, a,, d(x, y) , and 1(x, y, u), which can be easily obtained from the sequence itself. The derivation of E( 0) and V( 0) is lengthy. Therefore, only its main steps are described with enough details to allow the computation to be repeated. Rewriting 0 as This probability depends only on the identity of amino acids x, y, and u at sites i, i + 1, and i + 2. Therefore, it is denoted PXvU. All combinations of equality or difference among x, y, and u yield different expressions for PXyU. Five cases occur:
1. p-= (na,xnb,x -na,, -nb,x -nab,x + 2) Pxyu = na,,nab,ynb,,l(a,a,a,) .
Computation of p(zi = zj = 1) with i + 1 < j
The various combinations of equality or difference among the amino acids x, y, u, and v at sites i, i + 1, j, and j + 1 are evaluated separately. One obtains 15 cases, which are summarized here in groups having similar expressions:
1. Pxnx= [n', f?df? + 4nab, x@a, x + nb, x) + 2nab, x(nab, (na,xnb,x -2nab,x) 5. pxxyu = (n,xnb,x -nab,x)na,ynb,u/(a~'aya,); Pxw, Pxyp, and Pxwu have similar expressions. 6. Pxyxu = n~~?nb,ynb,u/(a~'ayaU); Pxyuy has a similar expression. 7. PxyuV = n,,nb,yn,.nb,ul(a,a,a,a,) . 
Computation
Comparison of Codon Context Biases between Gene Samples
D quantifies statistical significance rather than context bias strength. Nevertheless, when applied to genes of similar lengths, D can be seen as an indicator of relative bias strength. Accordingly, in order to compare context biases between several gene samples, it is necessary to use a statistic that is as insensitive as possible to the difference in both number and size of sequences in the samples being compared. The overall codon context bias in a sample of n genes can be measured using either D, or C, as defined where i spans the sequence sample. D, was preferred for two reasons. First, Dm is the mean of the contributions of individual genes. Thus, by computing these individual contributions, the homogeneity of the sample relative to the overall bias was checked. Also, since D is employed for intrasample analyses, it is more consistent, for intersample comparisons, to use Dm, the mean D value for the sample, than to use C. Second, Dm gives equal weight to each sequence in the sample, thus preventing the overall bias from being dominated by the contribution of the largest sequences, as occurs when C is used. Moreover, it was verified that D,,, and C are functionally equivalent for the present analysis; that is, they detect the same codon contexts as being statistically significant and give them identical relative strengths (data not shown).
D, does not vary with the number of sequences in the sample but does depend on their lengths. With one exception, all of the samples used contain sequences of widely variable sizes but do not differ significantly from each other in average length at the 5% threshold (data not shown). The exception is composed of lambda genes, which are shorter on the average. Therefore, D, can be taken as an indicator of relative context bias strength for sample comparison purposes, since it is applied here to samples that do not differ in average sequence length. The central limit theorem indicates that D, is asymptotically normally distributed with zero mean and l/n variance. Since 0 itself is well approximated by a Gaussian law for a typical gene length, D, (the mean of standardized 0 values) is accurately approached by a Gaussian distribution.
